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'protest" literature, however, reveals that, with some exceptions
open education theorists object not to technological methods but to -=_=

technological ends in education. By technological ends they mean ate-, ==

use of education to produce skills required for technological produce

tivity to the near exclusion of skills and knowledge pursued for self,
in schools as in the

of society, on efficiency as an end in itself. Further, they object to

the tendency of schooling, as currently organized, to concentrate
knowledge in the hands of a relatively narrow band of spe-cia

individuals

e=comes clear that the new

--individu.als at any-stage of life. It also requiresfelctenSiVe- e

self -deterrnina. n--with respec

treed -and how; _For z6ducatio



erre ate_

o e _range of=problems - for-_ -e

cational-deigtv -atzhave ortly-reterttly--. -tb-becon-sidered._

different aspects of educational systems: (1) the choice and derun

of educational objectives; (2) the organization and sequencing of-o_b_,

educational alternatives to the learner; (4) the provisio-oI1ea

control within a given instructional episode; 5 learnercontro

all but one--the concern for displaying alterifatives -have

or_th another, been areas of concern for education

systems will, as I shall attempt to s



evote seeiin = rs= mtensiye- attention to it evelopment

skills _of learning i se =- will ena

increasin =o -le- arn--o 1 0 Ille-nee hl

tema c=o _ca.re rarnrne -instrdd o

ucation movemen

emi Strien t -i =part c

Ttional activities becornevinereaintW-Voluntary, and as the relatiirb_
amounts of time people devote during their lives to leisure as opposed_

to work activity continue to increase, it seems likely that a smaller
and smaller percentage of educational activity focus

-tional acadennic=learning. Instead, there =-ater4ontitxon_

res sive _ activities an EonEs vial- skills _and_lcni

sued in considera.

MmitMent.



ucatlonal labo ra oraes

niti-chTefthis work doeTsinot yet incorporate any systenriaticoeva

tion of its own effects and thus is not strictly technological, the wo,rk

does suggest the range of objectives to which educationakdevelop

ment work is beginning to be addressed.

Attempts to apply principles of technology to domains of this
kind are likely to run into greatest difficulty with respect to the prob-
lem of specifying objectives, and the related problem of evaluation.

Many open education advocates, particularly those most concerned

with the goals of affective and creative development, are profoundly
mistrustful of formal statements of objectives and of any attemptsstos

measure outcomes. These are seen as limiting educational endeavortS

to outcomes that are easy to measure, and further, as disccuragin
rather than encouraging the invention of new styles, strategies,,

solutions by either student or teacher. These are serious concerns!

and indeed many systematic attempts to deal with education in titeVle-ss=

cademic areas have limited thernselves.to irripartin -asses

mg- -knowledge about some domainzra

for ciFating in it.



easily observable alYdArivialeMiatri. s = =--

fy, as best we can . . -that-WearaTt interested in such
behaviors as reasoning sk lls ski.UAn-electing fruitful
hypotheses, skilldn-fOrrriulatingAble-ms to be solved _

by scientific- experiment, scientific- and per se-
veranc_e_, toloriaTrice for anibi-guity-md---ientific curio
sity. The- challenge, then, is to find ways to recognize a

this-iiiitTd---7afibTehaviorZin a student (and the recognition of
its presencemaabsence isEakind. of measurement), and
o deyiseAn=structional situations which allow these ob -=1
ectives to be attained. The combination-KbEth-elinotr=uc-=

tional background we provide in schoolVitts-Ahezbatk-
ground that the student brings to school wilkcinine
whether these objectives are attained in n-nrimal-ways _= w-±-=

or ways that,surprise us. At the very least, . . . ob =

jectives provide-standards of competence which most
students can reach and which many will surpass (pp. = *71

Developing learning skills. Those individuals who will be in

the best position to control their own learning experiences are those

who command the greatest range and depth of "learning

more, that is, that individuals can organize bodies of knoWl-elg=--
E

search texts or other presentations for useful _analyze

----nesvzskills in orderatc0Jprogram" their ownwacq4isition sequences:4 the=

more the_y__will hAbieMtb4-earn indepert-dfttWtik7cfrgsltisocilirograxilsz



__sfsiTOr[4erter-Ta skills can be-stAieiverv-through r -ereltaTrripl-e=sX=Ofr_

_chtii.cssthatthe acceptance of thi-s-principle-wculdAectAbg-Imthedi

main of information processing, teaching strategies of learning frOm----
texts would take precedence over the design of a set of ideal instruc-

tional texts on certain widely studied topics. Similarly, teaching

cesses of organizing and grouping to facilitate memory would take_-
precedence over preparing instructional programs which help students

memorize specific bodies of knowledge. Tool using includes, among

other things, those skills embodied in general literacy, and the teach_-
ing of literacy would thus take precedence over developing ways -

"getting around" the need for reading and writing, as for example

through the use of tape recordings and other audio-visual devices.--In---=
the same vein, teaching students to program computers mi=ghwell.
take precedence over using computers to teach them sptific_rnatlie
matical algorithms. Each of these suggestions sets as an
objective for the development of techniques of learnirigDil-t-e:4.n-b-rt-

trol of these techniques, the student is freed to some rrexteirirci7dep-_eiri.-_

take the place of technologies of instruction.



_ ce xtirribwand consider Altemludirno±ewcarefdEllranmsoIVIIi

crimination and similar problems. Rosner (1970, 1971) has shown

substantial improvement in visual and auditory analysis and organi---=

zation skills in young children as the result of intensive short-term
instruction. Rohwer and his colleagues (Rohwer, 1971) have been__ --

investigating the training of memory skills. Flavell (1968) has re===_-_---_

ported some initial investigations of training communication skills:==
lank and Solomon (1968, 1969) have had some success in training

verbal reasoning skills in preschool children; and a number of other

aniZtif and Se uencin

rridu lc =are difficu enas,



uenci ea,rnin ins ru

leis,

-r--than in terms of speeffic-previbus-in-structional-ex---il

The result of accepting this set of constraints ought to

be the eventual provision of a wide variety of instructional units t

interlock" in various ways. The size of units may vary substanti==

ly, and overlap in material covered may not always be avoided. In

such a system it should be easy to incorporate new and varied instru-c=

tional materials and objectives as they are developed, so that thes
tem itself becomes open-ended and responsive to shifts in the eduea.'=,==

tional interests of both teachers and learners

ods of distinguishing between true and arbitrary prerequigites

leaTring objectives. The work on learning hiera ch es and tas sana

at- is taking place in a number of laboratorie=ssrepresents on-

empt to deal with this problem. Scientific research on learning

erarchies must be distinguished, however, from the usex

rarchit'a



concern

enciesramon

at ter

ecessari
uals, mustprbeee s P= uen

Indeed, individualappearrvary widely in their ability to "sk
over prerequisites. Some seem able to acquire prerequisites on their

own, in the course of learning some more complex or difficult task,
while others need the cognitive or motivational support of early es-

tablishment of prerequisites. providing instructional alternative's=

for different kinds of learners, this is one of the individual differientes

to which open educational systems will need to adapt. Ultimately, in=

fact, the concept of prerequisites will probably give way to:the-notion,

of component abilities and knowledge which are learne n=gvariouS=_

rom cognitive competence to motivational styles

As wide ranges of instfudlIona va erriatiV

rather than the exception in eductio=ii



written

course in_rna ves-avai a

essentially oh in- information -re riev -m_ e in e -
lea=trwrzfitidxth-ose cortirfinrie=ritisthatgh-ou'laThe considered:4ot inthin-art

in his educalitin-aL rogram. Just as computers are increasingly being__

used in CTO ITTPUTC_ ciTtlrfatibn-retrieval systems, investigations are

no-w- beginniri ' ori=the - use of computers in displaying and suggesting

_e ncationalso_ptions Qri -such project is underway at Carnegie-Iviellon=

y-tern=forig-e-n-e'r4ting an individualized curriculum using a

6,-variety of educationll resotrtt06s. D1v Evans and Klahr system-_ii
anSia_esadArners' goal---sitate-rne-ntt=into-_:a_Aist of potential reisiou-rce_s,

then L-atteTyipts to match recoriMiended-Anstructional moduLe:SE-_

ria oa



(see iedeman s stern- resentl constitute.

elpin _various post -high sc oo

training tions r a n among exi e-an -m ar-instruction

units suc envisione resent orrn it mig
rove unite use on. ever

theles ossibi

prior learning experience on which to base judgments of the alterna.T===

play or communication unlikely to succeed unless the range of choices,

_directly observe and to actually sample various learning options if they

-are -to - exercise choice sensibly. Thus, the open-stack or=-=

ftlibrary organization is probably a better analog - -for a =dismay

riformilzprimary schoole=c &sisrooms, a
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study designed to test either of these assumptions. One of the more

ressing tasks for a technology of open education for younger children

solving the display-selection problem. A reasonable first step

seeking this solution would be careful analysis and evaluation of exist - ==

ing models for dealing with this problem and of the assumptions, sub

as those discussed above, on which they are based.

Learner-Controlled Instructional Materials--Some Possibilities and

We have conside,:ed up to now characteristics of an imitruction-

al system that is open. Little has been said, however, about the chax-,-

acteristics of the individual instructional components. We turn nole=to-

the implications of open learning technologies for the characteristics

of instructional interactions themselves. I use the term instructi(iriaA,

"interaction" to include any episode in which a learner becomes en-=-

gaged with a person or with things (books, computers, games,

grams, etc.) that have the capacity to teach,

formance capabilities in ways that are lasting.



elltO:Snten

for ope=n education should favor learner-controlled methods to as great

Defining what is meant by learner-controlled methods in the

context of a particular lesson or instructional episode is no simple=
task. However, some features that characterize, but do not neces--
sarily exhaust, the domain can be mentioned. Where a concept or

principle is to be learned, one way to foster learner control is to per-
mit the learner to determine which examples will be considered at

each point in instruction. Similarly, where a procedure or technique

is to be lerned, the learner might determine which of several prob=
lems he will solve during an instructional session. Where a skill is
to be learned, learner control might consist primarily in letting the
learner ciAermine how much practice he needs to meet adequately

displayed criteria, although it may also be possible to permit the
learner to devise practice situations for himself, or at least to seleit-
among several alternatives. Similarly, he should be free to test dif;.=

ferent solution strategies within some appropriate limits of feedback--

and guidance. More generally, learner control suggests that when-
ever possible, the learner should question the tutor (or text or ma...;



est of guaranteeing learning of specific objectives, before the learner-_-
interest or the instructor's resources run out, it may at times be rie-C----

essary to sacrifice some de ree of learner control

tion, which develops the individual's capacity for increasingly instruczis
tion-free learning, as against the value of quick and efficient learning

through instructor-controlled teaching? The answer lies, it
mein the degree of "generativity" of the content toward which the7-in-

sfturction is directed. The decision in any particular case would de=
penthon the answers given to the following questions: (1) Is the skill=

or knowledge being taught highly important to the learner's abilityto

control his environment or to engage in further learning? (2) If sa is
the short-term loss of self-controlled activity worth the long-term gain__
in self-control that can be realized through temporary engagement in
efficient externally directed instruction?

This dilemma is posed in perhaps its starkest form with-wt.i

spect to the acquisition of literacy. In "Way It Spozed to B

Herndon (1965) describes the behavior of four twelve-year-olds wh-o



regard thus constitutes a severe loss of control over their own lives
Herndon's vignette dramatizes the fact that in urbanized and industri

alized societies there is probably no more important skill in gaming

control over one's own life than reading and associated skills of liter-

acy. If this is so, then "respecting" an individual's freedom to not
learn to read actually means condemning him to a life of bondage.

These considerations suggest that a first priority of any edu-

cational system in this country should be making sure that all of its _

dominate our lives. If these skills can be acquired through learner-

controlled instructional techniques, then such techniques are to be

preferred. If however, more directed instruction is required, it is
important to recognize that its use does not constitute a defection from

the goals of open education, but rather a considered means of helping

individuals to achieve these goals.

Motivation in Open Educational Systems

In the domain of motivation a key assumption is shared by vir- ====

tually all open education advocates. This is that children are by natur_6--

.motivated to gain competence and to learn what is meaningful to them._



as the result of highzrrici vationF=evnzundetAirifairi-.4sablemteac

ditions; and (3) Piagetian and related theories of cognitivevelo
merit which stress the role of self-motivated play (assimilation)

learning (accommodation) in the development and extension of new

No easy assessment of the validity of these claims with re

spect to organizing education can be made. There seems to be little

doubt that learning without apparent external motivation does take

place at certain times and for certain individuals. The crucial ques

tion for educational design, however, is whether such motivation can

e counted on to sustain the full range of learning activities necessary

or the acquisition of a varied range of competencies. Let us allow

that the "high" moments in learning are those during which the indi ---

vidual is completely absorbed in the learning process itself, moments
during which external reward is not needed and might be disruptive.----

Even so, how many such high moments can we anticipate for a given=

individual? Will there be enough to sustain all of his learning, or
must there be other forms of reinforcement available for the "low" -

times, which nonetheless contribute to the total learning process? ----

Piagetian theory suggests that self-motivated learning occurs at thei
times just before and after acquisition of a new structure, and ElkintV=



evasive=

ing activities.receive no social support from parents-o-rOt
Do the learning attempts continue, or are they dependent in some way= _

upon generalized social reinforcement of investigatory behavior9

Current theories of reinforcement are beginning to blur the
lines between intrinsic and extrinsic reinforcement. A recent con
fere_ncezom the nature rofereinfarcemen(se-exGlwee_r,-1 971) included

is do-selyArelated to theorre=s=a drexploratory behavior,
(Fowler); informational feedback (Atkinson and Wickens); differential

probabilities of an individual's engaging in particular behaviors Prerna-O);
and self-reinforcement or observation of reinforcement given to others-----

( Bandura). In line with this shift in psychological theory from exclusive
emphasis on external manipulations to concern with internal process-

ing of the reinforcing stimuli, it seems most useful with respect to
to ask, norhow to avoid the use of external reinforcement,

but rather how to7arrang e that reward, like other aspects of the educa-
will function primarily under learner control.

In his chapter in the reinforcement conference, Bandura (1971) ° --

reviews a body of literature on self-reinforcement practices, examin
ing both how individuals acquire self-reinforcement standards and how



rd'__'---in=c=0-Mpleted tasks or for--p-Cotl-=-e-tuted- piet a

manes? More generally, the question is raised concerning the po=s_
sible role of a generalized external reinforcement structure in setting=

boundary conditions for the functioning of self-reinforcement. The

second question concerns the informational feedback role that external
reinforcement is known to play. It demands consideration of the ways

in which this function of reinforcement can be most effectively met

a setting in which rewards are largely self-aeter-nined. The question=

is closely related to the problem of how people can learn to evaluate

the quality of their own performances, a question that is considered

in the next section.

Evaluation of Open Educational Systems

For many decades evaluation has been the best developed

branch of educational technology. Standardized and normed tests of
achievement and aptitude have served as the cornerstone of selection=. --

for educational programs, and often for jobs z...s well. IQ tests,

ginning with the work of Alfred Sinet, have been explicitly designed --

to predict academic achievement, and achievement tests themselves

are designed to rank and order students as much as to test specific



utTement,

edtiti-r1-ggioi. measures of competence that let the learner himself

find out how he is doing--whether or not he is making progress towa
his own objectives. Closely related is the need for measures of pre-:

requisite learning, again measures of specific competencies that can

nized in the increasing amount of work on "criterion -" or "domain -

referenced" testing (see Glaser & Nitko, 1971). The important point

about tests of this kind is that: (1) they directly sample the compe-

tencies identified as desirable; (2) they describe an individual in terms

of his ability to perform, or not to perform, these specific competen
cies at the time tested; and (3) they attempt neither to compare th
student with others (hence they are criterion- rather than norm-ref =---

erenced) nor to predict his future ability.

Tests of this kind have an intrinsic character of openness as
compared with most norm-referenced tests. In general, they canJae-:
examined in advance by both the students and teachers who will eveni-

tually use them; they serve then as a display of the competencies do

be acquired. Similarly, the results need not be hidden, particularly



of instr_u= c_Lion once -an object ve os
discusses -e problern-M __acl4ptin-game_ o_ -s ofgthstruction to t e

learnezi Tu1=rost suoii-_clis_cussions are concerned with adaptive

choices to be made by theinstructor rather than by the learner him -

self. At the present time, it is virtually impossible to indicate what---
kinds of tests are likely to prove useful for this purpose. This is

because the past research on "aptitude treatment interactions,

this area has conventionally been termed, has been notably unsuc-

cessful in turning up significant interactions - -i. e., cases in which

one method of instruction is better for individuals of one type and a

second method is better for individuals of another identifiable type

(see Bracht, 1970; Cronbach & Snow, 1969), If there are such

active dimensic ; of individual difference, they have not yet emerged-.-_-_

Perhaps some of the new research that is developing in this area will

change the picture in a few years. For the moment, however, it is

probably the case that the learner himself, without formal assess

he best judge of the teaching methods most compatible for him, pro

vided that the options open to him are adequately displayed and he is

permitted to sample them in order to determine how they work for



itinin

activi

usive focus of eclia-c-i.tiona a-suremexit on a

---itax-ade_nu-c outcome s. This emplia-su_ Ircat orial measurer/rein

matches -the traditional emphasis 3_rt---ins-tiu=Cti6tialprogram developmeinti

and as such reflects our traditional educational concern. It also rel--
flects, however, a very real difficulty in developing measures of oriit,
comes in the domains of affective development, creative thinking, social-_

and moral development, and so on. Attempts to cast measurements lit

these areas in the conventional multiple-choice, machine-scored test=a-

of educational measurement have often resulted in caricatures of the

worst features of traditional testing. A more promising approach for -

many such outcomes lies in the use of direct observational methods, in

such process-oriented measurement procedures in education canno

be detected. This kind of work needs to be supported and expancle=d,_

I have in this paper accepted the central goals of the open

cation movement and attempted to explore the implications of these



sive to the interests, current abilities, and stylistic preferences cif_--- --
the individual. Without such an educational technology, open and

formal education systems are likely to lead to more rather than les,
concentration of knowledge and Ain; to increasing rather than de
creasing educational privileged-thus to diminished rather than en
hanced self-determination for the majority of peopl .

The problems and questions posed here are among those the

field of educational technology will have to address if progress in the

direction of extensive open educational systems is to be made. None

of them is likely to see quick solution, or widespread application in

the very near future. Rather, I believe we should look forward to a

eriod of heightened experimentation and developmental study. Further_,
we can expect the ultimate outcomes of such experimental efforts to

produce forms of educational technology quite different from what is

now available. What is presented here, in other words, must be viewed

as a proposal for a direction of research and development in education,
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